Phuket Race Week
Day 1

By Chantel Ng

After a long week at work, our departure day finally came and we
had all met up at the airport at the agreed time. Well, all but one.
One would think that it makes sense to pre-empt a group if you
were running late. However, this did not cross our dear Ms Chen Li
Wen's mind, as she strolled towards us, with a cheery morning
greeting, and a whole 30 minutes behind schedule. Up until now,
she still truly believes that it was only 20 minutes.

Upon arrival, we found our way to the accommodation, as well as a neat place for brunch
where we filled our bellies to get ourselves ready for the day! After lunch, we headed
straight to the marina to prepare our boats, alongside side the crew of Nattaya and Fox,
who were also checking out their sails.
Whilst the crew had only been on waters for a couple of hours, we had already donated
an entire spanner (thank god they're sold cheap here haha) & 2 rolls of electric tapes to
Poseidon, praying that he does not ask for anything else over the course of the regatta.
On top of that, we also managed to sky our Jib halyard, which was gallantly saved by
Clement, as he scurried up the mast as fast as he could. To add on to the list of things to
go wrong, the boom that was held up by the Main Halyard, slipped and fell, only to be
saved by Chantel's left knee.
Once we've consolidated all our losses, we went on our way to Tesco for some godlike
dinner (as usual) and to buy groceries for the rest of the regatta.

The team awoke to Day 2 to the soft pitter patter of rain on the
window pane. An early morning thunderstorm had swept through
Cape Panwa heralding a refreshing start to the new day. Skipper
Clement Lim had called for a late start to the morning due to the
fatigue and illness of some of his team members. The extra few
By Wilson Cai hours of rest were a welcome respite from the weeks of waking up
at the break of dawn for their respective internships and
commitments. As our boat, The Weasel, was still being delivered to
the race site, we decided to first have lunch and do some grocery shopping at the nearby
Family Mart. Along the way, we were harassed by the neighbourhood cats that seemed
to be oddly attracted to Bow-Women Chen Li Wen, bringing some much needed
entertainment in the sleepy town of Cape Panwa.

Day 2

The team then busied itself with preparation for the race by going through the team’s
playbook and having a serious team talk lead by the Skipper. Just as we were about done,
our local contact Kevin Scott gave us a timely call to inform us of the the arrival of our
boat at the Ao Yon Beach. Excited, the team rushed down to the beach, ready for their
first training session in Phuket. We arrived to see our competitor, The Wolf rigging up and
readying themselves for their own session out at sea. As the boats were moored a
distance away from shore, we could not reach the boat without the help of a powerboat.
Unfortunately, the only working powerboat available to us had moved on to another site,
and instead, we were given a rubber dingy to paddle to The Weasel. Undaunted, the team
loaded up our stuff and set off for our little adventure to the ‘mothership’. Along the way,
we managed to catch a glimpse of our competitors such as The Tiger and The Fox. It
seems like the whole animal kingdom has arrived for a wild time at the Phuket Race
Week. Warmed up by the paddle, the team got down to business once on the boat, it was
not long before the team was out in the sea of Cape Panwa, doing what we do best,
sailing.

After one or two odd hours, the team returned after a short but productive session. Kinks
were ironed out and issues on the boat were taken note of. Thankfully, after sneaking in a
couple of wefies, we managed to get a tow back to shore by the powerboat that
returned. On shore we had the short chat with the crew of The Fox (all ladies team) and
The Wolf. Being familiar with the area, we also got some tips from them on the nearby
places to eat and hangout. Dinner was at a simple seaside diner where we were treated
to great Thai hospitality by the staff and friendly exchanges with some foreign Firefly
sailors. The night ended off with a nearby visit to the night market to fill our tummies
with even more delicious street food.
Today had been a great adventure of exploration and uncertainties, but as we get more
familiar and comfortable with our surroundings, the team will begin to focus more on
gearing up for its race prepartion. Registration and practice race tomorrow, we cannot
wait!

Day 3

T-1 day of PRW was all
about getting ready for
the 4 day actionracing. The
By Chen Liwen packed
team started with
registration at Cape
Panwa Hotel and were warmly greeted by the
official media team as we're the only
university team in the 47 strong fleet of boats
in 8 different classes! Putting aside all the
pressure of living up to the SMU name, the
team completed their second day of practice
race feeling much more prepared to conquer
the series of windward leeward and passage
races in shifty winds caused by the
surrounding islands. Even though the team
had insufficient time to fully understand the local conditions and wind pattern, our
tactician, veteran Mr Cai believes he has gotten it under control. So let's look forward to
some commendable results from the team!
OPENING CEREMONY was definitely one of the highlights of the regatta! Having popcorn
was insufficient to feed the hungry sailors and as the clock striked 7, mouthwatering

local delights and many international cuisines were up for grabs. Of course, the day
ended up with too much leftover food and sailors having countless servings of the
sponsored mount gay rum and many interesting cocktails. The party night was indeed
extravagant as promised!

Day 1 of racing started a burst of sunshine, spilling through our
windows. Something, we haven’t seen much in Phuket. After
dragging ourselves out of bed and travelling a long winding
path up to Cape Panwa, we were met with a delectable spread of
By Clement Lim international breakfast that awaited our consumption. After
feasting on the sumptuous food, we then headed down to Ao
Yon Beach with our fellow Singaporeans who we met on the day
of registration. When we had reached the beach, what laid before our eyes, was the sea…
as still as a mirror. Nevertheless, we quickly starting prepping ourselves, applying
sunblock before heading out to the boat.

Day 4

Despite having some initial complications with our boat’s engine, we quickly made up for
loss time and motored out to the race site, which was about half an hour away. As soon
as we had caught sight of the committee boat, a horn sounded, signalling the AP flag up.
Seeing an opportunity to chill, every boater dropped their jib (some even mains) to kick
back and chill. Some even went for a swim.
It took at least 2 hours before the winds
started to pick up and stabilised, enabling
the race officials to start races for the 8
classes.
The shifty and patchy phuket winds proved
to be very tricky to handle. Despite
rounding the top mark first, Team SMU, was
careless during the downwinds, eventually
losing out to the Fox which went on to
finish the race in first place, with our boat
trailing behind in 2nd.
It was a long and tiring day, with marks of
the sun etched on our skins. After the daily
dinner and prize giving, we made our way
our of Cape Panwa, questioning, “what can
we do to improve?”, “to make our boat
faster?” and vowing that we will come back
stronger,faster and smarter tomorrow.

After a long day of waiting on the water during day 1, race
day 2 was started early on shore as we headed out, in our
newly acquired team kit from Tesco, to rig up the Weasel for
the day's races. As per the advice of the race committee, we
returned to shore with the rest of the crews and waited for
By Brian D. James the AP to drop as the race committee scouted for a steady
breeze along Chalong bay. Just at about half past one, the AP
dropped and we were pumped and ready as we headed out
with the rest of the platus to the race area.
The winds picked up considerably and we knew this was our time to shine. Out on the
course, our manoeuvres were executed well and consistent performance from the crew
up and downwind put us in a good standing among the fleet. Except for a misjudgement
on one of our roundings, we were able to edge out the fleet for most of the legs but they
were still in hot pursuit on our tail. Fox and Nataya read the winds well, gaining good
height and speed making them crews to be reckoned with. We narrowly managed to
clinch first place for both races due the hard work of the team hiking out, keeping the
boat flat on the up winds and the accurate calls on the down winds, making sure we took
advantage of every pressure patch and wind shift that we could capitalise on. We finished
the second race sandwiched by 2 catamarans . DeXun and Wilson took on trimming and
bow respectively and flew the kite almost the whole way back to Ao Yon beach
accompanied by some tunes from the 70's before the speakers decided to cut out
midway.
With some of the crew not feeling 100%, their commitment was commendable as they
gave their best efforts during the race and only took a break on the way back.
We ended the day off in true Thai style, with our old friends from Pattaya, Mookata,
Singha and Chang , though cautious at all times not to have a reprisal of TOGR 2016,
where overeating and mixed chopsticks caused some of the crew to feel less than their
best!

Day 5

The crew is ready in waiting for the next two days of racing, hoping that there are
favourable winds and that the rest of our crew is back up in peak condition!
Special mention to goes to our helm and foredeck for the strong showing even though
they were under the weather throughout the races.

Day 6

Today was a tough day for the SMU sailors as the winds were
lighter than expected. The wind was constantly changing and it
was challenging for trimmers to determine the perfect trim to get
By Tan Dexun the maximum speed. It was a torturous upwind with fox and
Nataya all at our tail. On the downwind, we were all cooking under
the hot sun while the whole crew was focused on keeping our tight
second position. However, Lady Luck wasn't with us and fox managed to grab a good
gust on the last downwind, overtaking us and finished second. Although we finished
third, we knew that we gave our all! We headed straight back to shore after the race,
stopping by the pool to go for a cool dip before heading back to our rooms. While we
were at the pool, we played frisbee with the crew from tiger and chilled along the side
with some chips and drinks! The night buffet was superb again, filling up our empty
tummies after a long and tiring day out in the sea! We met many other sailor from other
boats and even the organiser of the event! Clement lim even got invited to do a short
interview with a local radio station dj! Overall, today’s weather was bad but what follows
after it made it so much better!

Day 7

After an early night, the team
woke up energized and ready
to take on the waters of
By Chantel Ng Phuket, only to be greeted by
waters so flat, we could
almost see the reflections of
the surrounding islands. Nonetheless, we got
ourselves ready for the day. We knew by then that we
could never be too sure about the winds of Cape
Panwa, as we have personally experienced its 180 degree shifts and surprise visits.
Unfortunately for us all, no winds came and with that, the regatta was concluded.
We spent the remainder of the afternoon treating ourselves to desserts at a nearby cafe,
featuring a Smores charcoal toast that we have had our eyes on since the first day, and
also some extremely delicious dirt cheap fried chicken from the stalls along the roads.
The evening was well spent at the closing ceremony, featuring an amazing spread of
buffet. We were all smiles when we went up on stage to receive our trophies until we
realised that it was in the shape of a beer mug, and we knew what was to come. True
enough, once we got back to our tables, we sanitized the trophy with a swash of beer,
and then proceeded to drink from it for the rest of the evening. Overall, the team placed
1st in the Platu Class.
The team would like to extend our thanks and appreciation to the club, and OSL for
giving us the opportunity to represent the school at Phuket Race Week 2016.
We hope to be back next year!

RSYC Regatta
Day 1

By Koh Yumei

The Regatta kicked off with a gloomy start, with rain greeting our
enthusiastic sailors. After the skies cleared up, we had to wait
another 2 hours out at sea for the winds to pick up, with Jimmy
taking a dip in the waters while waiting, due to an unexpected heel
from the boat while Alexi was checking out the wonky rudder!

Finally, we started our races for the day. SMUmad had the lead for
the first race in the IRC B class, but painfully lost the title to SMUve due to some confusion
about the shortening of course. SMUve made good calls in her second race, allowing her
to claim the second race as her own. Meanwhile in the J24 class, Shengli was consistent
in her performances today, finishing first in all her races. The last race saw winds picking
up tremendously, with SMUve experiencing a near broach and SMUMad having troubles
with their main halyard.
The journey back to RSYC was a long and cold one, as our sailors had to brave the rain
and icy winds. However, all was forgotten when greeted with the sight of samosas and
potato wedges. A tiring but fulfilling day indeed for our sailors!

Day 2
By Lee Cheryl

Day 2 race was a passage race, a first for the freshies! Unsure of
what to expect, we quickly headed out for the start line as we
were running slightly late. With many boats aiming for the pin
end, competition was tight as the passage race officially started.

Conditions were pretty good for SMUve and SMUMad as the
storm cleared and wind was around 6 knots. As we rounded the first mark, the boats
struggled to maintain speed as wind dropped even further. It was a long journey of
navigation and frustrating attempts to catch the gusts as we headed downwind. Halfway
through the race, a storm was brewing in the distance again. This was the best chance for
SMUMad to catch up with SMUve. Alas, the storm was heading away from the race route
and was leaving the sailors with a feeble breeze. As SMUve and SMUMad struggled to
keep their boats moving, the race committee decided to shorten the course. Although
the passage race turned out to be shorter than expected, the SMU sailors were not short
of endurance and kept positive and serious the whole way through! With winds slowly
picking up, it was a close fight between SMUMad and SMUve. Ultimately, the race ended
for them with a slight difference of 20 seconds.

Day 3

It's the final day of races! Having scored bullets, Shengli seemed
ready to retire early for the day and sailed back to shore for a
rest. On the other hand, SMUve and SMUMad are still ready to
By Lee Cheryl
battle it out for first place! With wind constantly around 5 knots,
it was optimal for the Platus, perfect for some friendly
competition. With similarly good starts, it was down to the crew
to trim to their best and carry out perfect hoists and drops. Both teams did well by
playing with wind shifts and gaining against the other sailors in the same category. All
races went well as team SMU has done themselves proud by clinching 1st and 2nd place
in IRC B and 1st place in J24 Class!

SB20 Summer Slam
By Annabelle Lam

After a day of taking the incoming freshman for a spin around the Bay, our sailors are
back at it again for the much anticipated summer slam! 8 boats consisting of crews from
more than 8 different batches of sailors, we launched from the
docks with each team determined to emerge as the Champion of
the Summer Slam!
Winds however, were terribly light! We crawled for the first three
races with Byte Champ Calvin Lim sweeping the podium. Our
sailors were extremely frustrated at the slow pace and we could
spot more than a few boats rocking subtly in the pretence of
looking around the jib! Winds picked up, coming from the
direction of the Helix Bridge, resulting in a triangle course, which I
must say made things pretty fun!
The day ended off with Calvin's boat being crowned as the
Champion of SMU Sailing's Summer Slam 2016, followed by Shaun
Toh's and Collin Lim's boats. After issuing the winners prize and
hanging around, the sailors ended of the day at Lau Pat Sat for a
well deserved dinner.

SAILByCAMP
2016
Germaine Lim
As we get ready to usher in the new academic term and welcome new freshies into the
club, the year would not be complete without the annual sail camp. That being said, we
kicked camp off with a late night movie of Central Intelligence and Independence Day.
After which, we bade farewell to Ice Cold Beer on its closing night before retiring for the
night at labs.

The second day of sail camp brought
us to Sentosa where we were determined
to prove that sailors could play other
sports as well, but not before having
lunch. The failed trip to Seah Im Food
Centre due to cleaning and maintenance
attracted whines and grumbles from
some as we headed to Vivo City’s Food
Court instead.
Upon arrival at Sentosa, we participated in
some games creatively thought out by
the Exco, such as passing bananas with
our feet and eating them, leaving all with a face full of sand and mouth full of banana.
If that didn’t make us look like monkeys, I don’t know what will. Another game
required us to chase one another and pull clothes pegs off them, again, leaving some
with a face full of sand as they got tackled to the ground. Competitiveness was definitely
in the sailors’ blood. Next up was Dog
and Bone, but not the conventional
one. We had to approach the ball in
the centre differently at every turn,
such as bear crawling, frog jumping,
duck walking, crab walking. Just as
Anthony Douglas Williams puts it, “We
have more to learn from animals than
animals have to learn from us.” For the
last game, we had to form figures
shown to us, which threatened to
“bend” everyone’s limits.
After a short respite from the sun, we
played Captain’s Ball as we put the
Ikea kids stools borrowed from a

nearby restaurant to test with our weights. With the aim of having a lower possibility of
breaking the stools, came the trade-off of having smaller, not so tall sailors as the captain,
which meant scoring did not come by as often.
The all so confident sailors decided to try our hands on Ultimate Frisbee. After a short
introduction to the rules, we were on the field, but not for long. It went something like
this, *throws Frisbee*, *lands on floor*, *throws Frisbee*, *lands on floor*, “Guys, can we
change game?” Thank goodness sailors don’t have to throw or catch anything that
resembles a Frisbee. And with that, we ended our day at Sentosa with a game of soccer,
which I dare say, we weren’t half bad.

Leaving Sentosa, dinner plans changed from Korean BBQ to Swee Choon to Jalan
Bersah Food Centre. First Seah Im then now this, finding somewhere to eat really wasn’t
our luck that Saturday. Heading back to labs after, everyone lazed around to a preview of
‘The Lion King’ before heading out again.

The third day started bright and “not so early” as we chowed down pizzas for lunch
before heading to Raffles Marina for the wildly talked-about Bar-to-Bar Race. After
rigging up and towing the boats to the entrance of the marina, we settled down
poolside to get our draws of the boats. The Freshies got JMM, the Sophomores Shengli
and the Juniors and Seniors SMUMad, leaving the alumni with SMUve. To even out the
race, the platus had to round the marks twice and were given 3 penalties as compared
to the 2 the J-24s had to complete, some of them being, 1080 degrees (3 circles), single
halyard and man overboard. SMUMad took the lead early in the race with Shengli and
JMM hot on their heels, while SMUve was struggling poolside. However, a rookie
mistake of twisted halyards during a rush to rig up and set off caused JMM to fall
behind SMUve. After having clean hoist and drop for the second lap, JMM and SMUve
was neck in neck as they pulled into the docks. The sudden instruction that de-rigging
was necessary threw SMUMad and Shengli off, while the 2 other boats took advantage
of this situation to catch up. JMM was de-rigging simultaneously on the boat as the
helm struggled to dock successfully in the last spot left, after having made 2 circles
following failed attempts. In the end, SMUMad came in first, Shengli second and JMM
third, leaving SMUve at the back. To end it all off, we headed to Bar Bar Black Sheep for
dinner and “loitered” outside Sunday Folks for ice cream.
Huge thanks to the Exco for planning this sail camp, giving the sailors a chance to come
together and spend time with each other amidst our busy summer schedules!
Refreshed from this break, we’re looking forward to start the new academic year and
welcome a new batch of freshmen into the club!

